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Some solid phosphates show high protonic conductivity in the intermediate temperature range at 150250°C. Although the
conductivity of crystalline phosphate materials, such as CsH2PO4 and CsHSO3, is high at intermediate temperature, it decreases
significantly below phase transition temperature. In order to quench the structure of the high temperature phase with high
conductivity, non-crystalline ultraphosphate glasses without phase transition in the wide temperature range at 25250°C were
evaluated. In the present work, the valency effects of cation dopant on protonic conductivity and glass structure were investigated.
The PO bonding was strengthened by doping trivalent La, which decreased proton conductivity. On the other hand, ortho-
phosphate and end phosphate structures were formed by doping univalent Cs. The conductivity of 30Cs2O70P2O5 glass was
1.7 © 10¹3 S/cm at 200°C. However, the production of free orthophosphoric acid deteriorated the chemical stability for Cs-doped
phosphate glasses. The 30ZnO70P2O5 glass has a potential as an electrolyte of intermediate temperature fuel cells, since a
maximum power density of 1.2mW/cm2 was obtained at 200°C.
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1. Introduction

Approximately several thousand units of phosphoric acid fuel
cell (PAFC) systems have been installed since 1970s. PAFC
systems are generally operated at ca. 200°C, and their power gen-
eration efficiency is more than 40%. The electrolyte of ortho-
phosphoric acid (H3PO4) is retained in a SiC matrix of 0.1
0.2mm in thickness. It is necessary to refill the electrolyte due to
possible liquid loss. The electrical interconnector is composed of
multilayers with dense and porous structures. The dense layers
separate fuel and air in PAFC stacks, and the porous layers
reserve phosphoric acid, i.e. a refill for the electrolyte losses
realizes more than 40000 h durability.1) However, the reduction in
cost is not expected to be below US$3000/kW for 1001000 kW-
class PAFC systems.2),3) Most observers believe that the target
cost must be reduced to around US$1000/kW for initial market
entry, falling to below US$500/kW with volume production.4),5)

Therefore, it is difficult to realize small-scale PAFC systems
below 100 kW.
On the other hand, more than 150 thousand units of residen-

tial micro combined heat and power (CHP) polymer electrolyte
fuel cell (PEFC) systems have been installed by 2015 in Japan.
The rated electrical power is 700W for the residential micro
CHP systems. Perfluorosulfonic polymer membranes are gen-
erally used as electrolytes. The operating temperature of PEFC
is below 80°C, because humidification is required to obtain
protonic conductivity.6),7) The low temperature operation requires
a large amount of expensive platinum catalysts to obtain suffi-
cient electrode activity.
Sulfonated or phosphoric acid-doped hydrocarbon polymers

have been developed for electrolytes of intermediate temperature

(150300°C) fuel cells. For example, the conductivity of H3PO4-
doped poly(benzimidazole) (PBI) was 6.8 © 10¹2 S/cm at 200°C
and 5% relative humidity.8) However, phosphoric acid is easily
desorbed from PBI above 150°C.9) On the other hand, some
crystalline inorganic materials also show high protonic conduc-
tivity. The conductivity of CsH2PO4

10),11) and CsHSO3
12) are

1 © 10¹2 S/cm at 250°C and 8 © 10¹2 S/cm at 200°C, respec-
tively. However, a phase transition occurs at 230 and 140°C for
the crystalline CsH2PO4 and CsHSO3, respectively, which causes
a significant decrease in protonic conductivity at low tempera-
ture. Hybridization to other inorganic materials has been attempt-
ed in order to decrease the effect of the phase transition.13)15)

Abe et al.16),17) previously discovered protonic conductivity
for non-crystalline phosphate glasses. Water exists as a hydroxyl
(OH) group in general glasses. The hydrogen bonding is strong in
phosphate glasses, which means the weakening of OH bond-
ing and the enhancement of proton mobility.18) In the previous
work,19),20) the protonic conductivity of ultraphosphate glasses
with different divalent cations was compared. The short-range
order of the 30mL%MO70mol%P2O5 (M = Zn, Ba) glasses
was based on middle phosphate (QP

2) structure. In BaOP2O5

glasses melt at 800°C, branching phosphate (QP
3) structure was

also contained, and their conductivity was only 2 © 10¹5 S/cm at
250°C. On the other hand, ZnOP2O5 glasses had orthophosphate
(QP

0) and end phosphate (QP
1) structures, which enhanced

mobile proton concentration. The protonic conductivity of ZnO
P2O5 glasses was 1 © 10¹3 S/cm at 250°C.19) The conductivity
was dependent on melting temperature.19)21) Furthermore, WO3

P2O5-based glasses also have high protonic conductivity at inter-
mediate temperature.22),23) In the present work, the protonic con-
ductivity of MOP2O5 (M = Cs+, Zn2+, La3+) glasses and the
characteristics of H2/O2 fuel cells with Cs2OP2O5 and ZnO
P2O5 glass electrolytes were evaluated. The valency effects of³ Corresponding author: H. Sumi; E-mail: h-sumi@aist.go.jp
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cation dopant on glass structure was investigated with magic
angle spinning-nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS-NMR) and
Raman spectroscopy for ultraphosphate glasses.

2. Experimental

Ultraphosphate glasses of (30 ¹ x)ZnOxMO70P2O5 [M =
2Cs+ (x = 10, 30), Zn2+, 2/3La3+ (x = 5)] were prepared by a
conventional melt-quenching technique under an ambient con-
dition. The powders of ZnO, La2O3 and Cs2CO3 were mixed with
H3PO4 (85% liquid) with adding the proper amount of water. The
resulting slurry was stirred and dried in a polytetrafluoroethylene
beaker at 200°C overnight. The product was melted in a platinum
crucible for 30min at 800°C. The melt was poured on a stainless
steel plate and subsequently pressed by another one. For M =
2/3La3+ and x ² 10, the product could not be melt at 800°C. The
clear disc-shaped glasses of 1.8mm in thickness were obtained.
The products were confirmed to be non-crystalline solids by
X-ray diffraction.
The protonic conductivity was evaluated by a four-terminal AC

impedance measurement with an impedance analyzer (Solartron
Analytical 1455A) at 100250°C. Au electrodes of 6mm in diam-
eter were formed by evaporation on both surfaces of the disc-
shaped glass samples. AC impedance was measured between
the anode and the cathode under the OCV state in the frequency
range of 1MHz to 0.1Hz with 20 steps per logarithmic decade.
The conductivities were measured at 100, 150, 200 and 250°C
with a supply of nitrogen gas humidified at room temperature
(PH2O = 0.03 atm). The characteristics of fuel cells were measured
with a potentiostat/galvanostat (Solartron Analytical 1470E) at
200°C from open circuit voltage (OCV) to a half of OCV at a
sweep rate of 5mV s¹1 to evaluate the maximum power density.
Air and 20%H2N2 humidified at room temperature (pH2O = 0.03
atm) were supplied to the cathode and anode, respectively, at a
flow rate of 100mL/min. Carbon papers with Pt loading of 0.5
mg/cm2 (ElectroChem Inc. EC-10-05-7) were used as electrodes.
The Pt/C electrodes of 1 cm square were pasted on the both
surfaces of the disc-shaped glass electrolyte of 1.8mm in thick-
ness by hot-pressing.
The glass structures were evaluated by Raman spectroscopy

and MAS-NMR. The Raman spectra were measured at room
temperature with a green diode laser of 532 nm wavelength on a
Horiba XploRA. The 1H and 31P MAS-NMR spectra were mea-
sured at room temperature with a Varian INOVA-300 spectrom-
eter using a Doty probe. The glass powders were placed in a
Si3N4 rotor of 7mm in diameter with polyimide resin caps. The
Larmor frequencies were 300 and 121MHz at 7.05T for 1H and
31P, respectively. The spinning rate of the sample was 7 kHz. The
³/2 pulse length for the 1H and 31P nuclei was 5.2¯s with a 60 s
of recycle delay.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the protonic conductivity in a steam partial
pressure of 0.03 atm for (30 ¹ x)ZnOxMO70P2O5 (M = 2Cs+,
Zn2+, 2/3La3+) glasses melted at 800°C. The protonic conduc-
tivity adheres to the following sequence in the temperature range
of 100250°C: M = 2/3La3+ (x = 5) < M = Zn2+ < M = 2Cs+

(x = 10) < M = 2Cs+ (x = 30). The conductivity of 30Cs2O
70P2O5 glass was 1.7 © 10¹3 S/cm at 200°C, which was 7 times
higher than that of 30ZnO70P2O5 glass. The protonic conduc-
tivity showed Arrhenius dependence on temperature. The activa-
tion energy derived from the slope of Arrhenius plots for M =
2/3La3+ was 0.83 eV, which was larger than that for M = 2Cs+

(0.52 eV) and Zn2+ (0.56 eV). The protonic conductivities of

Nafion,24) CsH2PO4,11) Sr-doped LaPO4
25) and BaCe0.8Y0.2O3

26)

are also shown in Fig. 1. The activation energies for M = 2Cs+

and 2/3La3+ were almost the same as that for high temperature
phases of CsH2PO4 and LaPO4, respectively. For the crystalline
CsH2PO4, the phase transition occurred at 230°C, which causes
a significantly decrease in protonic conductivity at low temper-
ature. For non-crystalline 30Cs2O70P2O5 glass, no phase tran-
sition occurred in the wide temperature range at 25250°C. It
is believed that the structure of the high temperature phase
with high protonic conductivity might be quenched in the short-
range order of the ultraphosphate glasses. The conductivities of
(30 ¹ x)ZnOxCs2O70P2O5 glasses were higher than that of
proton conductive ceramics of BaCe0.8Y0.2O3

26) at 200 and
250°C. On the other hand, the protonic conductivity was low for
M = 2/3La3+ because of the increase in melting point. The ther-
mal stability was improved by doping with La. It was reported
that LaP3O9 glass was chemically stable at 850°C, and the
conductivity was ca. 10¹4 S/cm at 700°C.27)

Figure 2 shows the currentvoltage and power characteristics
at 200°C for the fuel cell using 30Cs2O70P2O5 and 30ZnO
70P2O5 glass electrolytes of 1.8mm in thickness melted at
800°C. The maximum power density was 1.2mW/cm2 at 200°C
for the fuel cell with the 30ZnO70P2O5 glass electrolyte melted
at 800°C. However, the power density was only 0.18mW/cm2 at
200°C for the fuel cell with the 30Cs2O70P2O5 glass electrolyte
in spite of higher protonic conductivity than 30ZnO70P2O5. The
OCVs were 0.76 and 0.58V for 30ZnO70P2O5 and 30Cs2O
70P2O5, respectively, which were lower than theoretical electro-
motive force. After testing, the deformation of the glass electro-
lytes was confirmed around the gas sealant, which caused the
decrease in OCVs. This suggests that the glass transition temper-
ature of 30Cs2O70P2O5 is lower than that of 30ZnO70P2O5.
Unfortunately, the glass transition temperature of the ultraphos-
phate glasses could not be determined by thermogravimetric-
differential thermal analysis (TGDTA) in an ambient air atmos-
phere in the present work, because a large amount of water was
desorbed from the phosphate glasses near the glass transition
temperature. In the future, the author would like to evaluate the

Fig. 1. Protonic conductivity in a steam partial pressure of 0.03 atm
for (30 ¹ x)ZnOxMO70P2O5 (M = 2Cs+, Zn2+, 2/3La3+) glasses
melted at 800°C, Nafion,24) CsH2PO4,11) Sr-doped LaPO4

25) and
BaCe0.8Y0.2O3.26)
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glass transition temperature by TGDTA under atmospheric con-
trol, and to investigate the improvement of chemical stability of
the ultraphosphate glasses.
The glass structure was investigated to consider the association

with protonic conductivity and chemical stability. Figure 3 shows
the Raman spectra for (30 ¹ x)ZnOxMO70P2O5 (M = 2Cs+,
Zn2+, 2/3La3+) glasses melted at 800°C. The peak intensity is
normalized by the peak at ³700 cm¹1. The Raman spectra are
similar to the spectra of zinc phosphate glasses reported by Brow
et al.28) The Raman peaks at ³700, 900, 1000, 1150 and 1300
cm¹1 were ascribed to the bonding of straight-chain (OPO),
PO4 (QP

0), PO3 (QP
1), PO2 (QP

2), and P=O, respectively. The
intensity of PO2 peak adheres to the following sequence: M =
2Cs+ < Zn2+ < 2/3La3+. The side-chain PO bonding was
strengthened by substituting divalent Zn2+ ion with trivalent

La3+ ion. The OPO peak for M = 2Cs+ shifted to lower wave
number compared to those forM = Zn2+ and 2/3La3+, suggesting
that the PO interionic distance increased by substituting divalent
Zn2+ ion with univalent Cs+ ion. On the other hand, Romain and
Novak29) reported the Raman spectra of crystalline CsH2PO4. The
spectrum shape of 30Cs2O70P2O5 glass is similar to that of
CsH2PO4 at 246°C, which shows high protonic conductivity. The
Raman peaks of 30Cs2O70P2O5 glass were shifted to higher
wave number compared to CsH2PO4 at 246°C, which might be
caused by the difference in the PO interionic distance.
Figure 4(a) shows the 31P MAS-NMR spectra for (30 ¹ x)-

ZnOxMO70P2O5 (M = 2Cs+, Zn2+, 2/3La3+) glasses melted
at 800°C. The short-range order of the ultraphosphate glasses was
based on middle phosphate structure, because the area of the QP

2

peak at ¤ ³ ¹30 ppm was the largest among the all peaks. The
shoulder QP

3 peak was observed at ¤ ³ ¹40 ppm for 25ZnO
5La2/3O70P2O5 glass. It was previously reported for 30BaO
70P2O5 glasses that the QP

3 structure became a potential barrier

Fig. 2. Currentvoltage and power characteristics at 200°C for the fuel
cell using Pt/C electrodes and 30Cs2O70P2O5 and 30ZnO70P2O5 glass
electrolytes of 1.8mm in thickness melted at 800°C. Air and 20%H2N2

humidified at room temperature (pH2O = 0.03 atm) were supplied to the
cathode and anode, respectively.

Fig. 3. Raman spectra for (30 ¹ x)ZnOxMO70P2O5 (M = 2Cs+,
Zn2+, 2/3La3+) glasses melted at 800°C. The peak intensity is normalized
by the peak at ³700 cm¹1.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) 31P and (b) 1H MAS-NMR spectra for (30 ¹ x)ZnOxMO70P2O5 (M = 2Cs+, Zn2+, 2/3La3+) glasses melted
at 800°C.
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for proton conduction.19) On the other hand, the intensities of the
QP

0 at ¤ ³ 0 ppm and QP
1 peaks at ¤ ³ ¹12 ppm were strong

for M = 2Cs+ and Zn2+. The terminal nonbridging oxygens
bind doping cations or protons to keep an electroneutral state in
the glasses. The increase in the nonbridging oxygens enhances
proton concentration in ultraphosphate glasses. However, the
intensity of the QP

0 peak was too strong for M = 2Cs+ due to
the production of free orthophosphoric acid by the further
breakage of PO bonding, which decreased the chemical stability.
The 1H MAS-NMR spectra are shown in Fig. 4(b). Small peaks
appeared at ¤ ³ 1 ppm from a polyimide resin caps of the rotor.
The broad peak was detected at ¤ ³ 6 ppm for the all samples as
shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b), which was ascribed to OH group
in the phosphate glasses. The broad peak positions were almost
comparable for M = 2Cs+, Zn2+ and 2/3La3+. Abe et al.17)

reported that the mobile proton concentration of metaphosphate
glasses was ca. 1mol/L estimated by Fourier transform-infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR). However, the protonic conductivity was
expected to be less than 10¹6 S/cm at 144°C. They suggested that
a large amount of molecular water should be introduced into the
phosphate glasses to improve the protonic conductivity.30) In the
present work, the melting temperature of ultraphosphate glasses
was decreased to 800°C to retain a large amount of water in the
glasses. For M = 2Cs+ and Zn2+, the sharp peak was observed at
¤ ³ 9 ppm. It has been reported that the peak appeared at lower
magnetic field, when the hydrogen bonding was strengthened.31)

The mobile proton concentration of 30ZnO70P2O5 glass was
estimated to be ca. 5 © 103mol/L by FT-IR.20) The sharp peak
also observed for crystalline CsH2PO4 at 252°C,32) which shows
high protonic conductivity. The 10Cs2O20ZnO70P2O5 glass is
expected to have a large amount of ‘mobile’ protons due to the
appearance of the significantly strong 1H NMR peak at ¤ ³ 9
ppm, which realized high protonic conductivity.

4. Conclusion

In the present work, the valency effects of cation dopant on
protonic conductivity and glass structure were investigated for
(30 ¹ x)ZnOxMO70P2O5 (M = Cs+, Zn2+, La3+) glasses. The
protonic conductivity adheres to the following sequence in the
temperature range of 100250°C: M = 2/3La3+ < Zn2+ < 2Cs+.
The short-range order of the ultraphosphate glasses melted at
800°C was based on middle phosphate (QP

2) structure. The
25ZnO5La2/3O70P2O5 glass partially contained branching
phosphate (QP

3) structure due to the strengthening of the side-
chain PO bonding by substituting divalent Zn2+ ion with triva-
lent La3+ ion. The 10Cs2O20ZnO70P2O5 glasses have ortho-
phosphate (QP

0) and end phosphate (QP
1) structures due to the

increase in the PO interionic distance increased by substituting
divalent Zn2+ ion with univalent Cs+ ion, which enhanced mobile
proton concentration. The conductivity of 30Cs2O70P2O5 glass
was 1.7 © 10¹3 S/cm at 200°C. However, the production of free
orthophosphoric acid deteriorated the chemical stability of
30Cs2O70P2O5 glasses. The maximum power density of 1.2
mW/cm2 was obtained at 200°C for the H2/O2 fuel cells using
30ZnO70P2O5 glass electrolyte of 1.8mm in thickness.
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